INTEGRITY. BALANCE. OBJECTIVITY.

OUR COMMITMENT TO YOU
As an independent provider of investment
related consulting services, we believe
it is a privilege to serve you. We also
believe that respect is not given, it must
be earned. That is why our overriding
goal is to establish long-lasting client
relationships built on trust. In order to
serve our clients well, we maintain the
intricate balance of being large enough
to achieve economies of scale, but
small enough to maintain long-term
relationships based on loyalty, candor
and respect.
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OUR HISTORY
Investment management services are too often
entangled with conflicts of interests. We believe that
in order to avoid these conflicts, a firm must have the
independence to be an objective advocate. Innovest
was founded with this purpose in mind.
Our founders trace their investment management
consulting roots to the mid-1980s, when they founded
the institutional consulting department at the
boutique investment bank, Rauscher Pierce Refsnes.
This experience inspired a desire for even greater
independence and accountability as investment
consultants. As a result, Innovest was founded
on July 1, 1996 with the mission to avoid all conflicts
of interest and better serve clients.

As an independent registered investment advisor,
our culture is client-centered, risk-focused, and
performance-driven. Over the years, we have built a
team of talented professionals with expertise in a variety
of disciplines that benefit our clients. Relying on a
talented staff, we serve a cross-section of clients which
include high-net-worth families, large municipalities,
respected corporate organizations, and prominent
foundations. Our clients are not hiring a name, they are
hiring a team.
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the innovest difference
Fee-only
Our model is unique: 100% of our revenue comes
directly from our clients. We cannot build a true
partnership with our clients if we accept compensation
from fund managers or investment products. Serving
two masters corrupts advice, and the focus on
improving investor performance becomes secondary.
Our fee-only compensation promotes total objectivity
for our clients.

Independent and Objective
Our clients are not limited to proprietary platforms,
investment products, or research. We consistently
search for optimal strategies that will improve client
performance. In building portfolios, we are committed
to a “best-of-breed” philosophy that is never tainted by
misaligned incentives or commissions.

“Our fee-only compensation
promotes total client objectivity.”

Forward-looking
Innovest is proactive and forward-focused in every
aspect of its pursuit to increase portfolio returns while
decreasing risks and costs. Marketing departments often
push historical performance, reinforcing the tendency
of investors to chase performance (i.e. buy high and sell
low). Our motivation is to identify reliable strategies,
talented managers and investment products with a
sustainable edge in the future.
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OUR Investment Philosophy
Developing a portfolio is still as much an art as it is a
science. Our approach to portfolio design and money
manager selection is conducted on a forward-looking
basis. While anyone can sift through performance
records, our process is focused on understanding
whether an investment manager’s strategy will add
value in the future.

Diversification
• Diversification is key to capital preservation
• A
 sset allocation and diversification can reduce
investment risk
• P
 ortfolios designed with a faulty investment
premise can limit success

Strategy
• M
 arket inefficiencies can be exploited with
active management
• Utilize only proven strategies and managers
• Expenses and taxes should be minimized

Implementation
• P
 roper benchmarking is key to
performance evaluation
• C
 onsistent managers perform better
in the long run
• R
 isk management is integral at every
step and on every level
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OUR Research Expertise
At Innovest, we look forward in our investment research.
Investors have suffered tremendous penalties by investing
with a “rear-view mirror” perspective. Our firm is powered
by robust, independent research generated by our
dedicated, in-house research team. Our process is timetested and proven. We utilize state-of-the-art analytical
tools and have collegial relationships with external
research partners. We conduct extensive qualitative
and quantitative analysis on managers while constantly
monitoring their performance.

“We work to understand the
components that drive returns,
whether they are sound and
acceptable, and how they relate
to the balance of the portfolio.”

Our research and manager due diligence efforts are
both extensive and intensive. Our manager monitoring
process is focused on “why” results happened, not only
on benchmark comparisons. We work to understand the
components that drive returns, whether they are sound
and acceptable, and how they relate to the balance of
the portfolio.
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OUR services
wealth management
Our wealth management approach brings the best
ideas from the institutional community to the individual
investor. We focus on guiding our high-net-worth
clients through the development, implementation, and
maintenance of a well designed investment program.
Our custom investment solutions utilize “best-of-breed”
practices, before-and-after-tax considerations and
forward-looking portfolio designs.

Foundations & Endowments
Our understanding of fiduciary responsibility enables
us to effectively coordinate and integrate spending
and investment policies. Utilizing proper diversification
techniques, we help investment committees navigate
through difficult market environments. We incorporate
custom evaluation methods to review the past and plan
for the future.

Retirement Plans
Since there are a myriad of retirement plan vendors
and investment products, plan sponsors have difficulty
comparing solutions objectively. Our distinctive method
of benchmarking a plan is based on what our clients
can receive in a competitive environment. We have
the strength and expertise in the retirement plan
marketplace to secure high-quality custom solutions.
Our services and methods are truly unique because they
were built by front-line employee benefit professionals
who work directly with participants and employers.
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“We are entrusted with
fiduciary responsibility by
our clients. Every member
of our team assumes this
responsibility with loyalty
and integrity.”
Richard M. Todd
Co-Founder and Managing Principal
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